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WANT ADS

200 Central S.E.
No loans on flat
basketballs please!

•oo;

l?M¥fi
Makers af Ha11ll Made
l11clia• Jewelrr
OLDTOWN

Econqmieal, 25·30' mi. per pJ)cm,
CaD after 6 p.m. 256-1987,
MOUNTAIN DULCIMERS-Band made.
. E ..lf to play, CaD 877-4026 .tter 6 p.m.
ELECTRIC Sewing Machine with attachments. Beautiful dark wood cabinet.
Excellent condition. Phone 842-1028.
LIKE NEW Size 37-38 Jlen'o Tux hlf
Rudloher. Worn twice. $26,00 Cotter
264-5664 or 299-2296.
•
'

· from the Kitchen
of Thelma Lu's

JUST.$3 A

FOR RENT

t
I,,

[

PLACITAS, 2 bedroom aJI.electric Adobe
Home. Z.,Ue to mature eonple References required. Phon" 867·2854: 12/15,
18, 20.

DATE'· CROWD - VJSJT US

CAMPUS
BILLIARDS·

r.

2406 Central Ave. S.E.

I.

Color TV -10 per cent student discount on
cases and playing time.

joint~d

cues,

FREE COFFEE FOR PLAYERS

265-7931

5823 Lomas Blvd. NE

YEAR TO

SERVICES
TYPEWlUTER Sala 6 Seme•, all
makes. 20 Pt>reent dlocount with thilo ad
Froe piclmp and d.UV1!17. Open untn 8
p.m. O'! l11111day _. ilmndliy. E 6 E
TnliiWl'lter Serviee, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
241·0588,
PERSONAL
"500·6,000·MILES OF FREE AIR travel
offered to otudents wllllnlr to act as
camp\'8 repreoentatlves for company organlztng student tours to Europe. Write:
Stud.ent Wheela Aboard P1'0111'11D1, 566
Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y
101122." 12/18-18.

FLY

•

WANTED
WANTED: Ironirur done in my hom,_
Extra Nice. Phone 265-4196, 12/13-l!t.

Holidays Are Fun
And Fun is Food at
Bob's- Got the Finest
When the Holidays
Hit Ya' Heart
The Heart hits
the Hunger
Dine at Bob's
and Have a Burger

I,

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
Having Problems
With Your
Curriculum

1/3 OFF
REGULAR APPLICABLE
ONE-WAY FARE
any flight, any day, including HOLIDAYS

UNLIMITED TRAVEL
anywhere Within the TIA six state domestic system

YOUTH FARE ID CARDS-JUST $3. :~R
TIA Youth Fare Cards are available
to all young adults, 12 to 22, and

are good on most other airlines.

or your Career?

TTA Alao Honora Youth Fare Cards From All Other Alrlln11.

Consult

CLIP•THIS COUPON AND MAIL TODAY•

r-

College
Career

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
·
$2.25 per semester
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ApplicatiOn For YDUth Far8identifiCatiiiii
(PLEASE PRINT)
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Name

Addreu
City
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School Attendlnr
Date of Birth

card- - .,I
All
I
I

I

Dlte of 22nd Birthday .

Service
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment
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I
I

Accounting Department, 1TA
P. 0. Box 60188
Houston, Texas 77060

Phon• 265-8288
.124 Walhlngton S,E.
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Drug Usage ai: U NM: I-I ow Wi
Lobos Rip AF, Move Record to 12-0
By NOOLEY REINHEA'RDT
in the first half,
UNM scrambled to a five point,
New Mexico spotted Air Force
an early lead and then charged . 42-37 ¥lad at intermission and
from behind to defeat the visiting then h~Jld the Air Force to only
Falcons 88-60 last night at Uni- 23 points ·in the second half to
versity Arena, moving the Lobo coast to the 28 point win.
New Mexico was cold in the
season record to 12-0.
The slow-starting Lobos were first half, hitting only 38.7 per
paced by Ron Nelson's 26 points cent from the floor. But hitting 18
on 10 of 13 field goal attempts of 20 first stanza foul shots boost;..
and six; of eight from the free ed UNM to its lead.
Air Force hit 56.6 pe:r cent
throw line.
the
first half and 11 of 13 from
UNM coach Bob King divides a
basketball year into two seasons the charity line. From the floor,
and says the lOth ranked Lobos AFA ended the game with 47.9
ended their first campaign last per cent. suceess and the Lobos
upped their shooting average to
night.
The second season within a sea- 51.6.
Air Force took its biggest beatson starts Saturday night against
ing
on the boards, The Wolfpack
the tough New Mexieo State Aggies at Las Cruces. After the win pulled down 47 rebounds compared
over Air Force, King said, "We to 23 for the visiting club.
Following Nelson in the double
now have 14 :really tough ball
games left and I will be pleased if digit scoring were Becker with
18, Sanford with 13, and Howie
we can just win half of them~"
However, before the season Grimes with 11. Greg (Stretch)
started King never thought the Howard got only th:ree points, but
Lobos would be 12-0 now and led all rebounders with 12.
Big 6'10" Cliff Parsons led the
said that he wouldn't mind being
wrong again if the Lobes played Faleons with 18 points, but got
better than .500 ball the rest of four rebounds. Larry Wiseburn
added 14 and Bert Spear 10 for
the year.
Sha:rp foul shooting in the fi:rst the AFA.
King said the Lobos got good
half, a p:ress, and good reserve
play helped spark the Lobos to rese:rve help from juniors Dave
their second straight come-from- Culver, Steve Shropshire, and
behind win over a fired up ball Keith Griffith. They scored 13
points between them, had seven
club.
A 44 point scoring spree by rebounds, and gave sta:rters needguards Nelson and Ron Becker ed rest in the closely officiated ball
also pleased King. They had u_ game.
The host Lobos committed 19
of the points in the second half
when the Lobos broke out of their turnovers in the game, but King
shell by finding the basket and said they were not of the type
getting their defense to break the "that the other team forces you
. t o" an d was not overly conm
smooth Falcon game plan.
about the prospect of
cerned
The Ai:r Force led the Lobos the
UNM
miscues
against NMS.
first 5:03 of the game before New
Air
Foree
had
24 turnovers and
Mexico pulled even at 10-10. And
26
fouls.
UNM
had
21 fouls and
before the Lobos went ahead to
stay they trailed by as much as had 6'8" Sanford in foul trouble
four points at the halfway mark
(Continued on page 7)

UP, UP AND AWAY as Lobo guard Ron Becker drops in another
two from the floor to help cinch UNM's twelfth victory over the Air
Force Falcons. The Lobos, led by Ron Nelson and fired by coach Bob
King, smashed the Falcons 88 to 60 in the second half. The Lobos
will try to make it a baker's dozen Saturday nig{lt against the N.M.
Aggies in Las Cruces. (Photo by Pawley)

Rudy Feldman Named
As Weeks' Successor
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
UNM Athletic Director Pete
McDavid waited until the last
minute to complete his holiday
shopping and then chose Christ;..
mas Eve, rather than the morning of the 25th, to unveil his
proudest package.
The surprise package was Rudy
Feldman, the long-awaited replacement for Bill Weeks as head
football coach at UNM.
The tag on the package might
have read-To: The University
of New Mexico and the entire
state, a young, talented, and goodlooking football coach to rebuild
Lobo grid fortunes. From: The
UNM Athletic department, the
athletic council, and the administration.
Feldman flew into Albuquerque
from Houston Christmas Eve. The
University of Colorado had won
the Bluebonnet Bowl there over
Miami the day before.
Ptior to accepting the UNM
position, Feldman was the No. 1
assistant to Eddie Crowder at
,colo:rado. At Boulder, the new
UNM coach went through the
'Same rebuilding process that New
Mexico now l'equires.
After nearly two weeks on the
WELCOME TO UNM, COACH. says head basketball coach Bob King job, Feldman has started his reto newly named head football coach Rudy Feldman. Feldman. fo:rmer cruiting program and is roundIISsistant football coach at the University of Colorado, begins his new ing out his staff of seven assistjob this week, already naming two assistant coaches and starting his .ants who will have much to do
recruiting drive. Feldman is also handing King congratulations as the with designing winning teams at
Lobos picked up their third Lobo Invitational Tournament crown Dee • UNM.
At the p:ress conference an27·28.

nouncing the new coach, McDavid
indicated that Feldman had been
selected over two other finalists
for the post because of his overall
attitude toward the entire university.
One other finalist, who allowed
his name to be released, was out;..
spoken Ron Siegrist, top assistant
at UCLA.
Because. of his late appoint;..
ment to the job, Feldman says
spring ball will come a little later
than usual to New Mexico, but
the new head coach has no doubt
about what he intends to accomplish.
First on his list of priorities is
"establishing a kicking game."
He says that the field position
that can be gained from good
}>Unting and place kicking as well
as the points from field goals a:re
vital.
He also says that next year the
Lobos will be kicking some on
third down. Feldman got his
thoughts about the kicking game
from Red Sanders, for whom he
played at UCLA.
Feldman was captain of the
1954 UCLA team that, under
Sanders, lost 28-20 to Michigan
State in the Rose Bowl. The new
UNM coach says that Sanders affected his fundamental thinking
about football more than any othe:r single coach.
The second thing the new mentor wants to accomplish at UNM
(Continued on page 7)

ad?
Editor's Note: Miss Grado, a
senior journalism major .at UNM,
wrote the following article for a
course in advanced reporting.
ByRmGRADO
In an apartment near UNM;, il
20-year-old coed sits cross-legged
on the floor staring intently at a
candle on the othe1· side of the
room. Two other students sit on
a couch nearby talking. All three
appear to be in a state of euphoria, the effect of smoking
marijuana.
ffiESE STUDENTS smolte pot
regularly and occasiona'lly experiment with other drugs. From
their habits and appearance, they
wouldn't be suspected of it.
Although school authorities
1\esitate to estimate the number
of students using drugs, they express concer.n over an apparently
rapid increase.
"We have knowledge of drugs
being used on campus, but we
can't possibly know the number,"
says Dr. A. K. Young, directo:r of
the Student Health Service.
"ffiERE is probably more usage
than comes to light. Those cases
that do come to the surface are
those which have had bad experiences," he says.
Interviews with University students indicated that a number are
curious about drugs and are willing to experiment, especially with
marijuana-perhaps because it is
considered by most to be the least
dangerous.
"STUDENTS;' says Mrs. Rita
Sanchez of the Albuquerque City
Police Narcotics Bureau, "generally stick to the non-addictive
drugs-marijuana, IJeyote, and
LSD." Although drug violations
are increasing in Albuquerque,
the majority of violators are no"t
students, she says.
Nine student users inte:rv:iewed
generally spoke of their experiences very positively. Although
five said they had experimented
with other drugs, marijuana was
the one most regula:rly taken.
Only two would come close to
looking like "hippies." The ap·
pearance of the :rest was of average college students.
A JUNIOR sociology major
said he had been introduced to
drugs as a sophomore in a local
high school. The "pushers" were
fellow students mostly from low
income levels, troubled- families,
and having little ambition, he
noted. He said it isn't true that
"you are called 'chicken' if you
don't participate.'' He explained
that hia best friends did not take
drugs and were unaware of his
use of them.
A 21-year-old foreign student
admitted using marijuana in his
own country, where it is also
illegal. He continues taking it
here. All those interviewed were
full time students with average
to exceptional grade-points. Three
were graduate students and three
were seniors.
ALL DESCRIBED the effects
of marijuana in a simila:r manner.
They spoke of the drug as giving
them an exaggerated sense of
everything. All agreed that a
main reason for taking it was to
"temporarily withd:raw f:rom the
monotony of regular activities."
The soeiology major conceded<
that "it's not solving any of my
problems, but it's nice to feel
nninhibited for that short while.''
None of the students reported
any discomfo:rt related to the
drug, thcmgh they said they realized the possibility of some so:rt
of damage. But they felt the drug
was not to be considered a threat
unless taken every day. They said
that pot made them thirsty and
hungry.
DR. YOUNG said that though
marijuana does not produce physi·
cal dependence, it could produce
psychological dependence, which
he felt was much worse. The
(Continued on page 6)
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COMEDIAN BILL COSBY will headline a show Saturday night at
University Arena at 8:15 p.m. Tickets ar-e still available at the UNM
Fine Arts Center ticket office and at Reidling's Music Co. downtown.
Student tickets are $4, $3, and $2. Also appearing with Cosby will be a
musical duo known as the Pair Extraordinaire. The appearance is being sponsored by the Popular Entertainment Committee of the UNM
Associated Students.

Tickets Now On Sale

For ·Bill Cosby Show
Tiekets are still on sale at the
Also appearing on stage SaturUNM Fine Arts Center ticket of- day night will be a duo known as
fice and at Reidling's Music Co. the Pair Extraordinaire. The
downtown for the Bill Cosby Pair, Carl Craig, vocalist, and
snow Saturday, Jan. 6, at Uni- Marcus Hemphill, bass player,
versity Arena. Also appearing perform without the aid of any
..with Cosby will be tne Pair Ex- other musical accompaniment.
traordinaire.
In the past year the Pair have
Student tickets are $4, $3 and headlined at such clubs as the
$2, and general admission seats Diplomat in Florida, the Bitter
are $5, $4, and $3.
End in New York, the Bistro in
Cosby, once known only as a Columbus, the Tidelands in Housstand-up comic, has won high ac- ton, the Act IV in Detroit, and
claim for his acting ability, win- the Hungry i in San Francisco.
ning several Emmy awards. His
While they were appearing at
latest swing was into the world the Hungry- i Cosby saw their
of rock and roll with his first act and was so impressed that
singing album, "Silver Throat."
he asked them to appear with
Cosby's humor has been per- him on many of his nightclub and
manently etched in three records,
all of which have made the top- concert engagements.
In addition to their personal
twenty charts. The first was "Bill
Cosby Is a Very- Funny Fellow appearances the Pair have made
.•. Right"!" followed by "I Start- appearances on the Dean Martin
ed Out as a Child," for which he show, the John Gazy show, ABC
won a Grammy award in the
Stage '67, and the Johnny Carson
comedy division.
His latest, "Why Is There Tonight show.
Air?" sold over 80,000 copies during the first three weeks of sales.
Cosby is eurrently starring in
the NBC-TV series, "I Spy," in
which he plays a secret agent under the guise of a Rhodes scholar
and tennis player on circuit.
He got the part when writeractor Carl Reiner, who heard
Cosby doing a comedy routine in
a Pittsburgh night club, introduced the funny man to Sheldon
Leonard. Leonard discussed the
"I Spy" idea with Cosby, and
:from tbat his role was born.
MOTORCYCLES
While :filming the first episode
GO WITH THI; LEADER
in Hong Kong, Cosby exhibited a
high degree of nervousness. He
explained later that it wasn't because of his status, that of being
v the first Negro to have a starring
"role on a TV series, but that he
was awaiting word of the birth
200 C.C•• TO 650 C.C.
of his daughter.

THE MIGHTY MIDGET

D;i~t:ingu.ished

~

Beaux Arts·
_ Beauty Salon

Romantic Portrait Coiffure
e UNM Student Discount
on Everything
e Award Winning
Stylists
To Serve You
e Open Mondays!
e After Class
Appointments
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

SEMESTER I, 1967-68

JANUARY 22-27, 196H

Individual students finding conflicts in this C!Xarnination s.::hedule must notify instru~tors <:one(!rned bf!..
fore Jan. 16. Any student having more thnn three ex.."lminations scheduled in any one da)'" may notify
the instructor or the last l'Xamjnation listed .. If notified be!ore Jan. lGJ the instructor shnU make ar-ram~ement~ to gh·e n special l'xamination .. ConjUc:t.tt ari8ing as a result of scheduling out oC the normal
hour-patterns or day-sequenees mtL<;t be te5olvcd by the instructor of the off.. path:rn ('Oursc. A faculty
member who wi5hes to chan.-.~e the (?Xamination tim<!: of a course must first secure the- approval or hb
Dean who will then submit rorm.n1 request to the R<'t:dstrar.

Reference is made to first Lecture Meeting of Class in Week*
Classllour
Examination Day
MONDAY, JAN. 22
MorWorF
8:30
TorTh
9:30
M orWorF
12:30
10:30
TorTh
M (EVENING)
6:30, 7:00, 7:30 PM

"
Examination Time

'li4!JM!B

M orWor F
TorTh
Tor Th

FRIDAY, JAN. 26

7:30
2:30

!l:OO, 3:30

Tu or Th
7: :~o
SAT. ONLY (ALL HOURS)

PHONE 265-6531
o

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12::!0-2:30 PM

SATURDAY, JAN. 27
7:30-!!:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M

* In

a oombined Locture-Labotatory .oOUt'!IO, reCerne~ i• lo the n.. t l~rturt• ••cUon. Nxanllnntlons in
lah<?ratory <~!lfS!"' lllAY IJe p;ivcn_ durmg .the Ja•t wock of cl1188ea l'lrecctllnp; the •xntninat!on Wt't'k or
durmv. exam:.nahon Wet:!k .at tbe hmc prov1ded 1fi the t5chedu1e.

SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS
SATURDAY, JAN. 20
Modern and Classical LangUages (all sections of
courses numbered below 300-time and place
to be announced by the instructor.)

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR., N.E.

1.9

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
3:00-5:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM

7:30·9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30·2:30 PM
5:30-7:30 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM

FORMERLY CUSHMAN MOTORS

reg $4.79

fidelity Union Life

TIIURSDA Y, JAN. 25
11:30
8:00, 8:30
:l:30
4:00, 4:30
6:30, 7:00 PM
8:00PM

. . ., • • •.-• •r

RECORD RIOT
ALL

AND

MorWorF
TorTh
MorWorF
TorTh
Th (EVENING)
Tu (EVENING)

AT

2142 CENTRAL S.E. at YALE

Mr. Robert and
Lana Allison,
Donna Sandoval

90.1 Mcs.

Jewelers

.

·"

Fmsted Ilair
Is IN This Winter
Stylists

the leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
5:30-7:30 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM

Louis Vrattos

,4./(;,

DRillS

WEDNESD.-\ Y, JAN. 24
10:30
1:00, 1:30
2:30
4:30
6:30, 7:00 PM
8.:00 PM

DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACUL1Y

..

J' .('}

MorWorF
TorTh
MorWorF
MorWorF
W {EVENING}
M (EVENING)

-------
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From Coast to Coast

NATIONWIDE
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An Albuquerque architect and
part-time UNM faculty member,
Walter A. Gathman, will speak
on. trends in building technology
at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 9, at the
architecture building at Central
and Stanford SE. The public is
invited.
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judges in the nation and was called by the late Supreme Court
Justice Felix Frankfurter "one
of the most brilliant law students
I ever had."
Early in his career, from 193835, Wyzanski was solicitor of the
U.S. Department of Labor. From
1935 to 1937 he was in the office
of the U.S. Solicitor General
where he participated in arguments in .the U.S. Supreme Court
on the constitutionality .of the
National Labor Rtllations Act and
of the unemployment and old-age
provisions of the Social Security
Act.

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY
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U. S. Jurist
Will· Lecture l-lere Jan. 12
One of America's distinguished
jurists, Charles E. Wyzanski Jr.,
will lecture on "The Law of
Change" at the UNM School of
Law Jan. 12.
The lecture is scheduled for
7:30 p.m. in the Kiva of the College of Education and will be
open, at no charge, to the public.
Judge Wyzanski is chief judge
of the United States district
court at Boston .
A senator of Phi Beta Kappa,
Judge Wyzanski is a former president of the Harvard Board of
Overseers and is an honorary
senior fellow of the Harvard Society of Fellows.· He is a trustee
and member of the executive
committee of the Ford Foundation and bas been a trustee of a
number of other educational and
civic institutions.
Judge Wyzanski has lectured
widely at universities in the
United States and abroad and is.
the author of many articles and
reviews. He has been a frequent
contributor to the Atlantic
Monthly on subjects as widely
varied as the verdict in a case lie
tried and a philosophical discliS·sion of "The Anatomy of C-<lurage."
The Boston jurist has been described as one of the ablest
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The Rowan Column
Who SaYed the
PoYerly Program?
By CARL T. ROW.AN
WASHINGTON - The anti~poverty program has a two-year lease
on life, thanks to one of the great legislative victories of the decade.
But don't let those press accounts delude you into believing that it
was a Johnson administration victory.
All the evidence suggests that the war on poverty will continue to
be waged at a somewhat reasonable level despite Pr!!sident Johnson
and his key lieutenants.
Consider the fact that although the C-ongress passed on authorization
bill with a spending ceiling of $1.98 billion, Rep. George Mahon (D.,
Tex.) insisted that the actual appropriation be held to $1.6 billion. The
latter figure is not even enough to keep poverty program running at
last year's level.
You can be sure that in fighting to hold the appropriation down almost $400 million below what Congress had set as a ceiling, Mahon
was following instructions from the White House.
Consider the additional fact that while President Johnson has been
pleading for a tax increase, for a vote on his controversial anti-crime
bill, and foi:" other measures, he has been strangely silent about the
poverty program.
Since Mr. Johnson sent his poverty message to the Hill last March
he hasn't even bothered to damn the program with faint praise.
The President is. known not to like to hitch his star to a losing
cause. Perhaps he believed, as did millions of Americans six months
ago, that the Congress was certain ro dismantle the Office of Economic
Opportunity (OEO) and generally reduce the war on poverty to a

...,~pgun affair.
But OEO Director-Sargent Shriver refused to accept defeat. He and

his colleagues launched one of the most effective public relations~,lobby~
ing campaigns that this town has seen in a long time.
So it is largely Shriver's victory that OEO is alive for two yearsand that it has more money than even Shriver dreamed might be the
case-though far from enough.
But the poor people of America (the rich ones too, if only they knew
it) owe a real debt to a dozen OJ:" so congressmen who battled tenaciously and really got the job done for the poverty program in the
cloakrooms and the infighting.
On the House side, toss a bouquet ro Carl Perkins (D., Ky.), chairman of the Education and Labor Committee. He dragged the whole
business out from behind closed doors and dared the program's enemies
to gut it in public. He got magnificent support from Phil Landrum
(D., Ga.}, Speaker John McCormack (D., Mass.) and Wilbur Mills
(D., Ark.).
And a bow must go to Rep. Edith Green (D., Ore.) whom I criticized
earlier.. Once she lost in her efforts virtually to abolish the Job Corps
and take other programs away from OEO, she was a strong and effective supporter of the poverty program.
On the Senate side, where OEO found its real salvation, the stalwart
supporters were Mike Mallllfield (D., Mont.), Robert Kennedy (D.,
N.Y.), .Jacob .Tavits {R., N.Y.}, Edward Kennedy (D., Mass.) and
Joseph Clark {D., Pa.).
In the second line of House supporters were Carl Albert (D., Okla.}
and Hale Boggs (D., La.).
One puzzling question is why the :flaming liberals in the House were
not in the forefront of the fight. Could it be that the President isn't
the only one spending too mnch time and energy on Vietnam'!
One important observation is that the churches proved that God is
not quite dead. Strong support for a well-financed poverty program
came from the Council of Bll;hops of the Methodist Church, the Catholic
Bishops of the United States, the Executive C-ouncil of the Episcopal
Church, United Church Women, and several other religious groups.
It was as though the church people were determined to disprove
Vladimir Lenin's assertion that. "religion is the opiate of the people.''
American church leaders made it elear that they seek not to pacify the
masses into acceptance of their misery, but to lift them out of it.
So these, then, are the people who can rejoice over the triumph that
saved the poverty program.
' But, unles~; it can produce a claim that is not yet visible to this
ob'!erver, the Johnson administration itself is not entitled to join in
the exultation.

What Xext. Dean?
Dean Traw!.st<>ad iSl"Ued a plea
to •·oYer 3i:fs'' t~:~ try to understar.d th<> ¥Cmn~. He drdn't ask
the young \:o tTy to undel'Stand
these m·er SO. He did ask for sug!!~?stions.

Humbly, massive overdoses of
the debunking type fun and games
have produced peC'll!!ar side ~
fe<:tE. The !.ids are so. confused
they are all for sin, and against
mo.thE!rs.
All work and no play "makes"
.Johnny. All aebun1.ing and pay
no mind to what is good about the
system unmakes him.
Woodward in a 1923 novel iir.>t
used the word "debunking"' to describe the particular pleasure intellectuals derived in overthrowing the idols of the majority.
Worthies were portrayed in all
their erring humanity, while nororious rascals were rediscovered
as picturesque and glamorous fellows.
Maybe dear old George (Washington, that is) did gamble,
swear, distill whiskey, and dance
fol" two hours straight with the
wife of his aide. He also accomplished a lot for his country.
Many of today's parents did
manage to graduate from high
school during the depression, into
a :fal" from perfect world. They
did not sit down to cry, or call
their parents names because it
was not all "set up" for them.
They just went to work to make
things better for themselves and
their kids.
I find many of them sick inside
now, what with their efforts to
give their kids a college education, which they could not have;
they feel theil" kids are being educated to teat- down the system
which made that possible, and are
given no foundation ro build up a
substitute, or better system.
With aU due respect~ Dean
Tl-aveistead, where do we go
from here?
Mozelle K1ein

Calling U
THURSl>AY: Stadent Com>cil far Except;onal Children; Union 2SS; ( :~>.m.
:Mortar Booml; Union 231-A; 6 l>.tnSpnrs; Union 250CC; 6 p.m..
A:POWA Pledges; Unkm 250-D; 6:30

p.m.

A.W.S. J"udicial Board; Union Co<mcll
Boom ; S :30 p.m.
Cbrirtian Science Organizatiott ; Union •
2SO.E: 7 p.m.
AJph& Phi Om<ga; Union 231-E; 7:30

p.m.

APOWA; Un»n 231-D; 7:30 p.m.
Dam., Clnb; Un»n 21;().A; 7:30 p.m.
La Raza: Union 250-C; 7:30 p.m ..
Cbi AJph&; Un»n 253; 8 p;m.
Cbjgiano Se%te!; Concert Hall; 8:11i

p.m.

FRIDAY: Nl!CPA Society &: College of
Buosiness Administration; Un»n 250-A·B;
!1

a.m.

'

Nl!CPA Society Lllllobron; Union 253-;
noon ..
La!Sn-Amerian De!k; Union 23l·B-C;
12:20 v.m..
Cbmtian Fellowship; Union 231-

woo
A ; 12 :30

p.m.,

TGIF l!e<-1>rd Hoi> with tbe Pri.,.t;
'UniOil 12!!; 3 p.m.
Foreign Fihn: ..GaUa.. (Freneb); Union. Theater; 7. 10 PJnw
Program II of Nl!w Cinema; ConcG-t
Hall; 7 :30 p.m.
l3aba'i: Union 23l•D: 8 p.m.
:O.,Jta Delta Delta Pledge
Dmlee;

Union Ballroom; 8

Cu

J)..m..

SATL1'RDAi": A.A.U.W. Lunehedn; Union Ballroom ; 12:30 p.m.
UNM Wr.,.tling:; NM Stat.. Univ. :
John""n G:rmnl!.!!ium: 2 p.m.
Saturday Film Fare: ''Lord Jim•'; Union Theater; 7:r 10 p.;m,.
La Boh<>me (Fihn); Cone<!rl Half; 7:30
p.tn ..

UNM Popular Entertainment Committee p=ts nm Cosby; University Arena;
8:15 p.m.
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On Sports

Drug Use at UNM: ·How Widespread?

UNM finally has its new :football coach, one with an impressive set of credentials indeed. Athletic Director Pete
i\fcDavid announced on Christmas Eve the appointment of
Rudy Feldman, former top assistant to Eddie Crowder at
the University of Colorado.
Feldman arrived in Albuquerque the day after his Colorado team defeated Miami at the Bluebonnet Bowl in Houston-a pretty impressive parting shot in anybody's leaguefollowing a 9-2 final season under Crowder.
The new UNM mentor was chosen over two other finalists,
one of whom was Ron Siegrist, top assistant at UCLA. Feld-·
man, who learned much of his football at UCLA, was instrumental in the rebuilding of Colorado's football program. That
team, in the five seasons he was there, went from two 2-8
seasons in a row to the final 9-2 mark.
That's encouraging, since no one can deny that UNM's
football program badly needs revamping. UNM won the
Western Athletic Conference crown in 1962 and 1963, the
first two years of the conference's existence, and got a piece
of the crown with a fine 9-2 record in 1964. Since then, the
Lobos have fallen on hard times, going 3-7, 2-8, and 1-9 in
1965 through 1967, respectively,
Coach Feldman is already at work building a staff and
recruiting for next year. Since he got such a late start we
can hardly expect miracles, but within a couple or three
years Lobo football fans can look forward to seeing UNM
in contention once more in tougher-every-year WAC football.

(Continued from page 1)
the younger ·generations answel'
dang.:lr, he said, w&s that under to . the older generation-"Y ou
drugs the problems of a latcmtly take alcohol, I'll t&ke something
di!!turbed person could become less dangerous!'
fully developed and overt,
POT USERS !eel it should be
Because of their obligations to legalized because they say it ha~
school and jobs, most of the stu- advantages over alcohol. They say
dents surveyed had time to smoke that there is no hangover, that
pot only once or twice a week. the effects are no more dangerous
Two of the students1 one of whom than alcohol and that one is more
had taken it every other day for aware of his actions than if he
a while to check effects, quit were drunk. Most said they could
smoking for extended periods of act "straight" if the situation retime for fear of acquiring a quired. Also, they claimed each
psychological dependence.
time the drug is taken, Jess is
"I'M CURIOUS about drugs," needed to reach a "high.''
one said, "but I don't like having
"We have no idea what the drug
any need for drugs, cigarettes, or really' does, and there is no eviliquor. As far as reaching a high dence yet that it is deliterious
on pot, I can do it just as easily to health," said Dr, Despopoulos.
and intensely with music or the "I do not believe marijuana should
right kind of conversation."
be lega,lized, but l also believe
Smoking usually occurred with that alcohol should not be legal.
a small group, but one said she The punishment should :fit the
preferred smoking alone. "I get crime, but the punishment of the
so involved in things around me marijuana user is very different
that I'd rather not have people than for a user of alcohol. Yet,
around. And the awareness that I the crime, the damaging actions
enjoy while high carries over into are the same.''
my everyday life now.''
DR.. DESPOPOULOS said he
DR. AGAMEMNON Despopou- felt that drugs, such as pot and
los, associate professor of physi- LSD, should be thoroughly reology at UNM gave the following searched for possible use as thera..
reasons for student use of mari- peutic drugs.
juana: 1) curiosity, 2) as an apIt is difficult to establish how
proach to drugs such as LSD pot is brought into the city and
whose effects students may fear, · distributed. But police and nar3) ready availability, and 4) as cotic agents agree it is unlikely

"' * *

Speaking 'of WAC football, the contentio~ that it actually
is getting tougher each season was well-supported by the
Wyoming Cowboys in the Sugar Bowl last Monday. Their
appearance marked the first time a WAC team has gone to a
major post-season bowl game.
The Cowboys were beaten by a come-from~behind rally
staged by always-tough Louisiana State. It would have been
even better had they won, of course, but the fact that they
received the bid is impressive.
Hats off to Coach Lloyd Eaton and the Wyoming Cowboys.

Costa Rican Viewpoint

Ten Delegates Will Represent UNM
At April Model United Nations Meet

"' * *

And finally on sports, last night Coach Bob King's basketball Lobos moved their season record to 12-0 with an 88-60
victory over the Air Force Academy. This marks only tbe
third time in school history that the Wolfpack has won 12
straight in one season. One more win will place this year's
team ahead of the 1925-26 mark of 12 in a row and give them
the second-longest winning streak in UNM history.
Go, big red.

Kennedy Blasts Punishing
Protestors With Induction
WASHINGTON (CPS)- Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.)
just before Congress adjourned
introduced a bill that would make
it illegal to use the draft to punish anti-war demonstrators.
Under the bill such punishments would be left to the courts,
and the Selective Service System
is prohibited from reclassifying
or inducting per~ons because of
their participation in demonstrations against the draft, legal or
illegal.
Kennedy said he introduced
the bill in reaction to action by
Selective Service Director Lewis
Hershey, who ordeted local draft
boards to reclassify and speed up
induction of all those who destroy
draft cards or attempt to block
induction centers and military recruiters.
Congress adjourned shortly after the bill was introduced, but
Kennedy said, "We must push for
early action in 1968. We simply
cannot tolerate the existing situation.''
Kennedy, an outspoken ·critic
of the draft who tried unsuccessfully to get the Senate to turn

down the new amendments passed
last June, also said he plans to
introduce other legislation during the upcoming session of Con·
gress for "n comprehensive revision of the draft laws."
Introducing the bill on the Senate floor, Kennedy lambasted the
administration of the Selective
Service Sysfum. "Today's system
is unfair," he said. "It is a disgrace to our democracy."
He said he has "a growing uneasiness over the basic health of
the (draft) laws themselves and
over their ndministration. I believe we face a o::risis of r.onfi·
dence in our draft laws. There is,
I fear, a rising swell o£ dissatisfaction across the nation with
the way these laws operate--with
their unfairness, their uncertainty, and their unpredictability.''
Kennedy also attacked t h e
"muddled" disagreement between
Hershey and the Justice Department over how demonstrators will
be punished and said he and other members of Congress had been
unable to get clarification from
the Johnson Adminiatration on
this point.
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The University Association on
the United Nations has selected
ten UNM students fol" the 1968
Model United Nations delegation.
The delegation will represent
UNM in the western conference
at the University of Arizona in
Tucson on April 24-28.
Members of the delegation are
John Collaros, Terry · ·calvani,
John Barns, Barbara Crouch,
Mary Anne Frye, Sue Hardin,
Noelle L'Hommedieu, Sam Carnes,
Jo-Marie Boettcher, and Nelson
Valdes.
Playing the role of the delegation from Costa Rica, they will

formulate resolutions and debate
issues from the Costa Rican point
of view. The questions of forbidding nuclear weapons in Latin
America; admitting Rl!d China to
the U.N.; eliminating foreign military bases in Asia, Africa, and
Latin America; Viet Nam; and
the Middle East situation, among
others, will be considered.
Each United Nations delegate
will prepare position papers on
one or two issues to be considered. The delegation hopes to make
speeches in Spanish at the General Assembly meetings.

there is any well-organized group
supplying the are&. One student
reported his sources ara "hippies"
and ''friends in slum a1•eas."
OTHERS REPORTED they
were supplied by a chain distributing method where friends obtained the drug from other friends
and so on. The main llUpplier apparently was !mown only to a
few. Those interviewed expressed
caution about whom they smoked
with and where they bought it,
saying the best procedure was to
buy a quantity that would last
for some time so that they would
have to reveal themselves as users
less often.
"It's good, but definitely not
worth the risk of getting caught,''
one student said. "The penalties
are disproportionately harsh."
INFORMATION ON persons
involved with the distribution of
drugs is obtained mostly from
informers or on a voluntary basis,
said Mrs. Sanchez.
_
The public probably has a misconception about drug traffic, associating it primarily with persons of lower income levelS; she
said. "These people reveal themselves because they must resort
to such crimes as selling drugs
and burglaries to support their
liabit," said Mrs. Sanchez. "Therefore the number of addicts in
higher income levels is unknown
because they can afford to support
their addiction quietly.''
FIRST OFFENDERS, under
federal law, can be given a twoto-ten year sentence for possession of marijuana with parole and
probation provisions. Sale of the
drug o.n the first offense is a
penalty of five to ten years with
only a parole provision. Mrs. Sanchez said there is no city ordinance against possession and that
the state does not make a ease if
the amount of the drug is not of a
sufficient size.
CONCERNING THE use of
drugs on campus, Dean of Students Dr. Harold W. Lavender
said, "The University bound to
uphold the law, but t1te University
reserves the right to use its own
discretion in dealing with any

Friday Dance

The Lincoln Street Exit will
play for a dance tomorrow night
fl·Om 8 to 12 in the Union Ballroom. Admission is 50 cents and
cases of students involved with · a UNM I.D. card. The dance is
drug use that may come to light. being sponsored by the Delta
The University's primary func- Delta Delta pledge class.
tion js education, not law enforce.
ment.''
Dean Lavender feels that the
University should try to make
available enough information
HouJe of Hcdlmark
about drugs so that students can
make the right decision.
' of Valen•
offef$ the largest selegion
iines in this area.
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MR. G's PIZZA
IS BACK

All paper good! for the Bride to &e.
Free Wedding Planner book with
Complete Order.

Now At The
Triangle Lounge

Come ifl and Compare
3501 lomas Blvd. NE

r

255-4889

Going Skiing? Taos? Red River?
For Reservotions-Jnformation-Tickets
Your Travel Number is

265-7611

~-tV~
-'illo.......TR.AVE:L

SERVICE

IJilll

: I

Albuquerque, N.M.

1516 Son Pedro NE

1

Too Busy for

let 111 Do It,
and save money
with Discount Card

Your Laundry?

lll LAUNDRY & DRY
CLEANING SERVICE
Under New Ownership

24 Hr. Service when Requested

•

Shirts Finished
To Please You

All Types of
Dry Cleaning

"If your clothes are becoming 10 you, they should
be coming fo us."

is

JJ J Hatvard SE

CLEAN-SWEEP

There is a dolly named Motley,
Who saw this . ad, by golly!
"12 pies for a buck,
ain't that real luck?"
oil Fall

So she knew this deal was no folly.

and Winter

She had pies for her folks,

DRESSES and
SPORTSWEAR

And more for her blokes,
at this very fair rateand her picture was . great
Which is why Molly is jolly-no jokes

NEW YEAR SPHOTO SPECIAL
1

PRICE

This Week and Next Week

12 2x3 Prints of your Class Picture
for $1.00
I

<i
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2937 .MONTI! VISTA IILVD., N.E.
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(Continued from page 1)
is a strong defense and after that
"we can start thinking about
scoring some points," says Feldman.
After a year as assistant to
Jim Meyers at Iowa State Feldman joined Bud Wilkinson at
Oklahoma in January of 1958.
There he was the assistant in
charge of the ends.
During the five years he was
at OU, the Sooners had three national championship · teams and
made two bowl-game appearances.
Then in '63 Feldman joined Crowder in building a winning program at Colorado ..
After spring practice, UNM's
new mentor says he will try to
recruit some junior college players to fill in the weaker positions, .
but juco players are not his idea
of how a winning football program should be developed.
Rather, he favors recruiting
top freshmen, grooming them to

*
*
*
Lobos' Ron Nelson
In the 1967-68 basketball season New Mexico plays 26 games,
16 of which are at University
Arena. Five of the home games
are WAC contests and an equal
number of the road trips are also
league clashes.

Houston Striders' Jumper Hartfield
Accepts Invitation to Defend Title

I,

..

KEY REBOUNDS AND shooting in the two-column figures keep
Howie Grimes in his starting position on this year's undefeated basket·
ball teani. Grimes, up from last year's reserves, has been proving himself in clutch situations, giving the Lobus extra strength under the
boards and a scoring punch. The 6-5, 205-pound junior from Lennox,
Ill., narrowly missed being named to the all-tournament team during
the annual Lobo Invitational Dee. 27 •28.

..

I

Seven-foot high jumper John
Hartfield will defend his title at
the fifth annual Albuquerque
Jaycee ln.vitational Indoor Track
Meet on January 27 at Tingley
Coliseum. Hartfield cleared 7'0:IA," to establish a Coiiseum and
meet record last year.
He has cleared 7'-0" or better
in twenty meets the past two
years with a best mark of 7'-1"
both indoor!! and outdoors. A
member of the U.S. national
team in 1966, he was ranked in
the top five in the world in Track
and Field News.
Hartfield has completed his
eligibility at Texas Southern University and is now competing for
the Houston Striders. While at
Texas Southern, he captured
three NAJA high jump crowns
for Coach Stan Wright.
Hartfield is looking forward to a
place on the U.S. Olympic Team

and a reunion with his former
coach and father-in-law. Coach
Wright, now at Western Illinois,
was named an assistant coach for
the Olympic Track and Field
team, Recently Hartfield married
Wright's daughter, Toni.
UNM varsity golfer Terry
Dear, a junior, fired an even-par
72 New Year's Eve to win the
Albuquerque City Open by seven
shots over two professionals at
Arroyo del Oso. One of the pros
he beat was John Dear, his father
and Arroyo pro.

Tournament MVP
Ron Nelson, leading UNM to
its third Lobo Invitational basketball tournament championship,
was voted the event's Most Valuable Player by the press Dec. 28
after New Mexico defeated Rhode
Island for the championship.
Lobo center Ron Sanford joined
Nelson on the Al1-T~urnament
team and Howie Grimes, also of
UNM, just missed a tourney
berth.
Others on the five-man team
were Art Stephenson and John
Fultz of Rhode Island and San
Jose State's Coby Dietrick.
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Linksmen Second
At Arizona Meet

Dr. John C. Bennett, president
of Union Theological Seminary
in New York, will lecture at
UNM Jan. 19 under the auspices
of the Newman Forum.
Dr. Bennett will speak at 8
p.m.
in the Union Ballroom on
(Continued from page 1)
"The Morality of Nuclear Weaearly. The Lobos outscored the pons."
Falcons by 10 at the charity line.
The active Christian educator
The Lobo press, late in the first is the author of many books on
half and in the second half was such topics as "The Christian as
"to force them into a free lance a Citizen" and "Foreign Policy
ball game instead of that shu e. in Christian Perspective." He has
of theirs that can kill you," King edited "Nuclear Weapons and the
Confii<!t of Conscience," a n d
said.
"Christian Social Ethics in a
Changing World."
Dr. Bennett is the third of four
Chamber Series
speakers to be sponsored by the
Newman Forum at UNM during
the 1967-68 year. Earlie1· speak·
ers have been the Rev. Malcolm
Boyd, Episc o p a 1 i an "hippie
priest"; and Dr. James E. McDonald,
Arizona scientist and
Italy's Chigiano Sextet will an authority
on unidentified fly.
make its Albuquerque debut at
ing
objects.
8:15 tonight in the Concert Hall.
The final speaker in the series
The program is part of the UNM will
be Saul Alinsky, director of
Chamber Music Series.
the Industrial Areas Foundation.
The string group will play Sex- He is slated to talk April 25' on
tet for Strings by Martinu; Ses- studies of social problems.
tette Concertante in A Major,
The Newman Forum, organized
Opus 24 by Boccherini; and Sex- in 1963, is a voluntary association
tet in A Major, Opus 48, by of businessmen, professional peoDvorak.
ple, and civic-minded citizens
Admission is by subscription, joined to promote the work of the
or $2.50 for adults and $1 for Newman Cente1• and the Universtudents.
sity.
The repertoire of the ensemble
This year's chairman of speakincludes various combinations of ers is Dr. William Zimmer, staff
strings: works for trio, quartet member at Sandia Corp.
(even in the unusual combination,
Financi'al support from Formn
for instance, of violin, two violas members makes it possible to
and violoncello) , etc. This permits schedule four speakers each year
an elastic repertory with maxi- for the lecture series. The lecmum possibilities, making their tures are open to lTniversity stuprograms exceptionally rich and dents and the general public
varied with representative works without charge.
from different periods and styles.
In addition to Maestro Bren·
Of the four Western Athletic
gola, the other members of the Conference teams that Denver
Sextet are Giovanni Guglielmo, has played coach Troy Bledsoe
second violin; Tito Riccardi and says Wyoming is the best. He
Ma1·io Benvenuti, violas; Alain ranks UNM and Utah even and
Meunier and Adriano Vendramel- says that Brigham Young "may
li, violin-cellos. Not only are not get the job done this year."
these excellent musicians but the
group performs on the best Itali·
an instruments of great fame and
Patronize Lobo Advertisers
value.

Chigiano Sextet
To Play Tonight

·"i.

.ilf-8
;.~

Newman Lecture
Slated Jan. 1q

Winning Skein to 12

This is the second consecutive
year that New Mexico has moved
into the top ten of at least one
major poll early in the season.

Presents \,' ~, .~ :~;:~
i

66-man varsity roster, and after
dropouts he plans to bring about
22 players up from each ,year's
freshman team..
· ·
At Coloradb, Feldman said, xe•
building "took patience'' and he
would not guess as to how long it
would take at UNM. At Colorado
the seasons with Crowder went-2-6, 2-8, 6-2-2, 7-3, and in 1967,
9-2.
The success of the 1968 football Lobus, says Feldman, "will
depend on whether or not the
players already here are willing
to pay the price" (for a winning
season).

Lobos Rip AF, Move

The first week in January
West e r n Athletic Conference
teams New Mexico and Utah was
ranked in the top ten of the Associated Press poll of spol·tswriters. Utah was 8th and UNM lOth.

ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee

his basic school of play, and working them into the p:rogram slowly.
Ideally, Feldman says, players
learn fundamentals as freshmen,
play some ball as sophomores,
and then see a lot of action their
final two years.
Feldman is moat interested in
recruiting the top athletes in
New Mexico first and then looking elsewhere to round out his
teams.
His second choices of recruiting
areas are California and the area
around Chicago.
He says that .every coach would
-like to have "44 capable football
players," but that this never happens. At UNM he anticipates a

•

MANDELL'S
Winter Sale

·Bill Cosby

I

I

Star of 'I Spy"
Winner of 2 Emmys
Recording Artist with
Six records Selling
1,000,000 each

"People are talking about the strong and

playing bass. -VOGUE

B:15.p.m.

Sat.,Jan.6
~

....

.._

.. ,.

·· : · StMdents :Adm. $4.00,. 3.:.00,

~

ENTIRE OUTFIT
Includes . Shirt, Cummer·
bvnd, suspenders,
tJqnclkerchief, Studs,
Cufflinks, Ti<i ~nd ..
. .. lloutonn.iere. :$10;00

:2~00

:.AU~4ESERY£D ·. •:.·Gensra1 ·Adm~
Tickets on sale at f.ine Arts Box Office ·and Riedling's Downtown

247·4347

UNM junior All-America candidate Michael Goodart led the
Lobo golf team's assault in the
Conquistadores Collegiate Invitational in Tucson, but New Mexico could finish no better than second.
In the final round of the Dec.
28-30 event New Mexico tried to
catch tourney champion Arizona
but fell three shots off the pace.
Arizona completed the 54-hole
tournament with a team score of
816 and lTNM was at 819. Arizona State was next at 905.
Arizona's Chuck Colton won
the individual title with a threeround total of 214 ( 68-75-71) .
Paul Puritzer of ASlT was second at 217.
Goodart and Arizona's Drue
Johnson tied for third at 221.
New Mexico's Terry Dear was
.fifth at 222.

.,.

TRIANGLE LOUNGE
Central at Girard NE

The Lobus' first three Western
home games, Jan. 13, 18, and 20.
Athletic Cc.nference contests of
1968 are home games, Jan. 13, 18,
and 20. Then Feb. 2-3 the UNM
team makes a two-game swing

Guaranteed 30 Minute Dorm Delivery

255-5381

.

Maturity is probably the most sensitive
word in a college student's vocabulary.
Some have reached maturity far ,beyond
their years, and others are finding it a
new challenge, yet, to be fully met. At The
College Inn, we try to treat our residents
as mature students. Restrictions and petty
rules are kept to a minimum. Each person
is considered an individual. 4,000 university students enjoy living and being
treated this way. Beginning next term,
you can live at The College Inn for only
$627.63
for the remainder of the year.
Reservations limited.

.
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l11e College Inn

-n:fF!?II!J'jr<c~

€:'~"1

243-2881

$5:001 •tOO, ·3.00

Coronado Center
• ' 1J ft t· t, '

.·

$6.50

Goodart Shines

303 Ash St. NE

North Mall

COAT and
TROUSERS

•s~

-University Arena

____________________________,
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Now In Progress

easy manner of the "The Pair Extraordinaire who are one man singing and one

' I o1

c•
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S· IX ··c . . 00
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·
Professor's Article . .
'A11stria canada Laplo.nd No~~oyfsw('!deh u.s.A.

h

.eac ers at

ystems Seek

u·

school sys~cms, incll;lding
AlSbJX
uquerque pubhc schools will
intewiew candidates for tea'chi:ng
poaitlons at the UNM Placement
Centel· during January.
~eese Sfr!ith, assistant director

~lbu~~~~~~n;~bt~ac:~~~~; ·~:~

be on campus Jan. 15 16 and 17
interviewing all inter~sted candidates f~r.elementary and secondary pos1tions.
Jefferson county school district
of Lakewood, Colo., which will be

Reception to Honor
President Popejoy
,UNM President Tom Popejoy
Wlll be honored with a reception

. F~der~l Po!icies

·J

•

The

· •n . anuary Boosted Al1anza,
r··••erlna
. Asserts

at the Placement Center
. .
.
Jan. 8'
a:nticlpates opemngs in 11carly
every teacher classification from
kindergarten through 12th grade.
Ro1liff. A. Wright of Denver,

.
..
.
Reies Tijerina is quoted in the
January edition of ~ue magazine
as cxediting the U.S. Forest Serv-

MAGNIFICENT

SKIERS

Colo., public schools, will .. be at, ~:~!:s i:!ohi~e~p:i!~~A:~~
UNM Jan. 9 and 10 looking es- can land-grant organization.
pecially for teachers in the fields
The 2,500,000-circulation pubof industrial arts, physical edu- lication, in an article by Tony
cation, math, home economics
Hillerman, chairman of the UNM
and science
' j~~~·n.alism department, quotes
Al
·
TIJerma as saying th11t anger
amogo1·do p u b I i c schools
and frustration inspired by Forwhich have openings for elemen~ est Service policies caused large
tary school teachers and for sec- groups of northern New Mexico
ondary math instructors, will villagers to join his Alianza.
visit Jan; 11.
Hillennan, former editol' of
~n the same day, Lancaster,
the New Mexican at Santa Fe
Call£., school district will inter- cites an incident at EI Rito i.{
view interested candidates. Los which a group of families joined
Alamos, N.M., schools will also the Alianza en masse after failinterview elementary and second- ing in efforts to get new fencing
ary teacher candidates Jan. 11.
requirements modified.
The article outlines Tijerina'!~
family background and preaching
career, the circumstances which
built up to the explosive June 6
shooting incident at the Tierra,
Amarilla courthouse.

Sunday by the UNM Associated
Women "Students and the All
Women's Council.
Popejoy retires June 30 after
20 years as president.
The reception will be from 4 to
5:30 p.m. in the Union Desert
Room. Guests will include preside:nts of campus OJ:ganizations,
Associated Students officers, student senators and college de11ns.
In the receiving line with PresA rare opportunity to see the
ident and Mrs. Popejoy wili be . experimental works of some of
Bet~ Famariss, A WS president;
the great film makers will be ofLomse Bazan, A WS vice presi- fered at the UNM Concert Hall
dent; Dean of Women Helen this month.
Janus Films will present two
Whiteside; and Associate Dean of
Women Karen Glaser.
programs of its Arcturus collection of experimental films at 7:30
p.m. on Saturday, Jan. 5, and
Monday, Jan. 22.
The iilms, which vary from 4
to 28 minutes, are by such famous
professional film-makers as Lester,
Truffault1 Magubgub, PolanFOR SALE
ski,
and Ballentine and feature
REBUILT TR3. Call Kuehlthau, 2~3-2141
1216-20.
• such celebrated actors as Maurice
Evans and Peter Sellers.
MUST SELL: 1965 DXW convertible
EcoMmical, 25-30 ml. per gallon. $600:
"These films are not to be conCall after 6 p.m. 256-1997.
fused with the unde1•ground films
MOUNTAIN DULCIMERS--Hand lnade
receiving so much attention these
Easy to play. Call 877-4026 after 6 p.m:
days," said Concert Hall Director
ELECTRIC Sewing Machine with. ntWilliam Martin. "The Arcturus
tocbmcnts, Beautiful dark wood <!abinet
Excellent condition. Phone 842-1028. •
Collection is fully professional
not pornog1·aphic, and of prize~
LIKE NEW, Si<e 37-38 Men's Tux by
Rudisbcr. Worn twice. $25.00. Cotter
winning quality. Many of the
264-6664 or 299-2296.
'
cinematic techniques first tried in
FOR RENT
these short films have been put to
PLACITAS, 2 bedroom aiJ..elecnie Adobe
in feature-length films."
use
Home. Lease to mature couple. ReterEach program is two hours in
enees required. Phone 867·2854 12/15
18, 20..
•
•
length. The shows have had sellPLAC!TAS, 2 bedroom, all-eleetnc Adobe
out performances in Lincoln Cenhome. Lease to mature couple. Rererter, the Los Angeles County Mucne.. required. Phone 867-2854.
seum,
and at universities across
SERVIC:ES
the
country.
TYPEWRITER

· Rus~k Sa,s

Begins Soturdoy

Listen to KUNM

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
St~r

\

Clean clothes •••
••• last longer!

Wendy Alleli-Jim Barrows-Junior Bounou.,o;-Annic Fam06e-Nancy Greene
ll'larielle Goitschel-Jim llcuga-Jean·Ciaudc l{jlly-Penny McCoy
Gerhard Nenning-Knrl Schrunz-Pcpi Stiegler

For Professional
DRY CLEANING

A 90 MINUTE SKI FILM IN COLOR
RICK GLOCKNER
Sunday, January 7-7:30 p.m.

call 243-5671 today!

JrRCONCERT HALL
And the Cultural Program Committee

The January Festival of Entertainment

30 Minute Delivery
to the .Dorms

Jan. 4-8:15 P.M.-THE CHIGIANO SEXTET
INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS ENSEMBLE PLAYING
WORKS OF DVORAK, BOCCERINI, MARTINO
ADMISSION: CHAMBER SERIES SUBSCRIPTION OR
ADULTS 2.50, FACULTY 1.75, STUDENTS 1.00

Fremont's

We Feature

NOTE-NEW CINEMA I RESCHEDULED
FOR MON., JAN. 22 - 7:30 P.M.

Wig Service - Tints - Bleaches
- latest Hair Style$ Exceptional Hair Shaping
For long or Short Hair

.

-

Jan. 6-7:30 P.M.-LA BOHEME

(Across Central From UNM)

-· .......
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__ .. ___
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242·1337

. . .......
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
. $2.25 per semester

.

I

.

;

i,/

'

AS PERFORMED BY THE LA SCALA OPERA CO
ADMISSION-SUBSCRIPTION OR ADULTS 2.00 .
FACULTY 1.50
STUDENTS 1.00

Jan . 11-8:15 P.M.-Dorothy Lamour
12
13

•

•n

HELLO DOLLY

SUBSCRIPTIONS GOOD JAN. 11 ONLy
SINGLE ADM. 6.50, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50
STUDENTS - V2 PRICE

Telephone 277-3121
. '<

Dangers of LSD Disputed

Contrary Reports Denied

Future President
Hos Full Schedule

Napalm, Says Spokesman

PRIZE WINNING SHORT EXPERIMENTAL FILMS
BY WORLD FAMOUS FILM MAKERS.
ADMISSION SUBSCRIPTION OR ADULTS 1.50
FACULTY 1.25 - STUDENIS l.OO

Welcomes Your Patronage

I'

Dow to Continue Making

Jan. 5-7:30 P.M.-NEW CINEMA II

Varsity Beauty Parlor

111 Harvard s.E.

Sponsored By The UNM Ski Club

l

MR. G's PIZZA

-A Specialty Footl Shop-Comnado Cc11lcr
298·!l483

r~~

UNM CONCERT HALL

Present

Chesapeake Bay
Oysters

·'

Narrated in Person by

Sales & Senleeo, all
20 pereent discount with this ad
ee pickup and deliver7. Open until 8

.

Its Roof Coved··lni:
But Hozhon Pions
Big Show Tonight

'fri:

~kes.

255-5381

1net for two hours in Australia
to be a year in w~ich the .Viet
:whe,re · t.4e;v; ,attended memorial
~am w~r · made .lnternatlol\al
serl(4l~~ '~riJ?:r;'iplll Minister HarUfe parheularly difficult for the .. '-.!>)d. IWQlt·H. !l~iiiili:U. ed a joint stateYet th~ sccret:trY of :>t~te, • ,: m~vi,i wljic)1' ~ail! that .'J.'I)ieu had
WhO has qUietly en1oyed hiS JOb-J ., . 11 ):'e~ffi,r~e'dJ Willingness'< toi disCUSS
for ~he past ~ev~n years, ~hoW;S~! ~ :r~leV'a~t:.P!Ii~ters with~ afiyi iridin? sJgn_ of qutthng, In an •nter•" ' ,, Vlduals now associated with': 'the
'VteW'.with Newsday, .one of the
so-called National · Liberation
most powerfu~ men m tJ.te U.S.
Front, while making it clear that
government d1scussed his prob·
his government could not regard
lems.
the front as an independent orgaBy NICK THIMMESCH
nization in any sense."
Newsday Washington Bureau
RUSK, NOW 58, denies that
The roof lit!lrally caved in on
Chief
either he .or President Johnson
1 Hozhon, the student-operated cof·
@ 1967, Newsdny, Inc.
has been pushed into a hard line
fee house at Central and UniverWASHINGTON- Secretary of ~~r~iet Nani by critic~. of the
sity SE over the holidays, but its
operators say that damage caused
State Rusk says that the Hanoi
"After our 1964 election, Hanoi
.
·
by
pre-Christmas snows has been
b bl
d
·
government, and not the National
Liberation Front, poll'tlcal arm of pro ~ .Y rea :,;us as saymg the
·
mended
and the li!hop will re-open
•
Pres1dent was against a land war
tonight.
·
·
'
the Viet Cong, is the main prob- in ~iet Nam," he said, "So Hanoi
The Open Field Jail:~ QUartet·
Iem in reaching
settlement of' . ,~ell,t. N~F. divlf!ions into South
will beadline, the weekend ~ ~.u.·}er• 1. •
the Viet Nam war.
·. "V~e,t.;.Nain' a11d: stepped up Viet
tainment
with a Saturday-rlij::'ht
Asked about President John· . ,991\li(' • activity. Who pre11sed
performance.
:t'he group is b~tlt;
aon's recent suggestion that in- :who1n 1 Escalation is :'a; .word re•
.. ,..·
by
p
o
p
u
1
a
r:
demand after performal talks betw!)en the. Saigon '! il!lz:ved for, ui;. We hav~ #o 'troops
forming for a standing-room-only'
government a~d the :l.'ropt,,mu~ht
·Cambodia, but if ;w~ .l;ljd> it
·
crowd Dec. 1.
lead to a solutton, Rusk .said: ·
.1\ro.uld be escalation. · ):"o],I: ido,ri'f1
Elaine Newman, UNM student
"THE NLF do!lsn't Cl~im to :be . '. Vl1~r · o1;1r critics cry 'e$cal;itiop'
poet, will also appear Saturday
a government, and we won't rec- .w~e:n . their . troops went into the
night.
.
i~~iz:fitth! ;n:o;~.e ~:h~~~~~~:;; ~~fl!~~l}r/;~~ ~9~e and into..(1am~
This evening's entertainment
will feature the folk guitar playwould be useful if there were an
RUSK ' · APPEARED mildly
...... -~.:;;;t;::'i-~ildJ~.i.!W~~·~c:.:i·i:~~·&!t1?,}£::;'!~~'!. 1L';i'L............:...,.................. :·'authentic civil war. Our primary amused in explaining why he will
ing of David Levine, who has approblem is with Hanoi. .
t t tif
bl
MULTI-TALENTED Bill Cosby will perform here Saturday night
at The Edge and The Main
"When you talk about coalition :no
es Y pu icly before the Jan. 6, at University Arena. Cosby has won high acelaim for his actin~ peared
Point in Philadelphia, The Exit
Senate
For~ign
Relations
ComabUity,
carrying
off
several
TV
Emm"
Awards.
H'1s
latest
h1't
wa~
m'
t s you talk about a mit~ee. "Hull didn't go down for
governmen
•
a
in New Heaven, The Jawbone at
album, "S1'lver Throat."
t iger and a lamb• We rna de a co- such a hearing in World War II; the world of rock and roll with h1's first g1"ng1'ng
Penn. State, and The Cup in Tuc~
alition in Laos in 1962, we ac- Acheson didn't go down for such Appearing with Bill Cosby in. featured performances are the Pair Ex· son.
cepted the Soviet nominee a'!ld
traordinaire. The show is being sponsored by the Popular Entertain·
Bluesman Breezy Cade and
neutralization,
and
the
SEATO
(Continued
on
page
3)
ment Committee of the Associated Students. _________
Treaty wasn't involted. Now look _________.::_::__::._ _ ___;___;__~==:.::-.::::_::=..:.:::.:::::==-..:::::::::::::::::__
Cathie Peixotto will also entertain tonight.
what we have. If :Laos is a test of
Audrey Pascual, Hozhon1s mancoalition, we'd better watch it.
ager, said tbat a 11anel discussion
Coalition government there, hasn't
is plunned Wednesday, Jan. 10,
been allowed to function.
on pornography and censorship.'
"IN VIET NAM, there would
By DAVID AIKEN
conference was sptmSol·ed by the the U.S. Supreme Court said, "I Moderator will be Carl Selinger
have to be a definition of what a
National
Student Association un- expect to see federal marijuana of the UNM Law School. An iir:t
Collegiate
Press
Service
coalition government is. (South
der
a
grant
from the National laws :l.'ound unconstitutional very complete list of the other panel
CHICAGO - College adminisVietnamese President) Thieu ofsoon, because they both require members includes Rob Burton,
nf Health.
fered amnesty and jobs to the trators were told last weekend Institute
Many of the administrators paying a tax and make possession editor of The Juggler; Dick Elliot,
Viet Cong. This is from the inside. that they should adopt a policy of were
fr,om schools where, accord- illegal, which is self-incrimina· Luther House pastor; Henry WeiIt is not imposing the Viet Cong "quiet rationality" in dealing with
hofen of the Law School; David
on a post-war government from student drug users, that legaliza- ing to some of them, there is as tion."
Johnson of the English departyet
little
use
of
drugs.
A
number
Judicial
decision,
such
as
the
tion of marijuana is more likely
the outside."
lnen; and Chuck Reynolds of The
After Johnson made the sug- to come through the courts than of them acknowledged that they one Oteri is seeking, appear to be Lobo.
gestion in a televised intewiew, through legislative action, and are perplexed over what they the main hope for abolition of
Thieu said that he would talk only that there is wide disagreement should do if they found students marijuana laws. Michigan State
turning on with marijuana or tak- Senator Roger Craig, who is atwith Viet 'Cong defectors, and it over the dangers of LSD.
tempting to get that state's mariThe administratots heard those ing LSD trips.
appeared that a possible rift had
According to HowardS. Becker, juana laws repealed, says "No•
developed between the two lead- views at a conference on drugs
ers. However, Johnson and Thieu at the University of Chicago. The professor of sociology at North. body is interested in touching it,
western University, administra- and because of my stand on mari·
tors tend to take harsh action fOl' juana, I may not be in the Michitwo main reasons: they believe gan legislature much longer.''
the use of ,drugs has bad effects
After hearing the evidence on
Dr. Ferrel Heady, UNM acaon students and they are under the relative effects and penalties,
pressure front alumni, trustees, Robert Dewey, dean of the chapel demic vice-president r e c en t l y
and the public.
at Kalamazoo {Mich.) College, selected to become president July
If drug use were dealt with said he concluded that "marijuana 1, has a busy- few weeks ahead
more quietly, without creating must be set in the context of gen~ on his schedule.
Dr. Heady is slated to address
widely-publicized incidents, ad- eral drug use, including alcohol.
ministrators wGuld probably act There should be the same kind of a dinner meeting of the Albuquerque Downtown Association Jan. 9.
ANN ARBOR, :Mich. (CPS}- cott of consumer products, that differently, B e c k e r said. "To approach," he said.
He
will discuss UNM and the
create
a
drug
incident
on
campus,
While
most
of
the
psychologists
Dow Chemical Co. has denied re- recent college demonstrations had
growth
of central Albuquerque.
it
takes
administrators
and
the
and
medical
researchers
at
the
ports that it is considering drop- hindered recruiting, and that the
The
following
day he will speak
press
as
well
as
students,"
he
conference
felt
that
the
danger
ping napalm production for use company was dubious about rein
Denver
at
a
luncheon
meeting
front
smoking
the
common
type
of
said.
newing
its
government
contract
to
by the govetnment in the Viet
of
the
Colorado
chapter
of the
most
likely
way
to
avoid
marijuana
is
no
greater
than
The
produce
napalm.
war.
Nam
American
Society
for
Public
AdBut Coslett denied Gerstacker's campus drug incidents, Becker from drinking liquor, there was
Napalm is a mixture of polyministration.
His
topic
will
be
a
suggested,
is
to
"educate
adminisdisagreement
on
the
dangers
of
styrene, gasoline, and other or- statement, contending it was
comparison
of
civil
service
systrators
to
a
calm,
mtional
posiLSD.
ganic materials used in incendiary "twisted by a reporter." The re·
Daniel X. Freeman, chairman tems among nations.
porter asked an opened-end ques- tion." Trying to force students to
bombs. _,.
stop
drug
use
entirely,
he
said,
the department of psychiatry
of
Dr. Heady is due in Washingtion as to whether we would conDave Coslett o:f Dow's news and tinue
would require "extl·eme totali- at the University of Chicago, said ton, D.C., Jan. 12 for a meeting
to
produce
napalm
in
the
information service in Midland, future," Coslett explained. "As tarian measures, the equivalent of reports of chromosome damage of the new National Academy for
Mich., said, "We will continue
stop-and-frisk laws, such as room du11 to LSD use have all the ele· Public Administration composed
making napalm despite the fact far as the president is concerned searches."
ments of a scare story. Recently of distinguished scholars and adhave
no
change
of
policy.''
we
that it is hurting us. If there was
The
current
laws
against
pospublished resea1•ch. reports on the ministrators in the field of public
Coslett admitted some "long.
any profit, it's gone out the win- term
session
of
marijuana
in
m
o
s
t
question are split, he said.
administration. The meeting, at
damage" due to recent demdow. We make it as a matter of onstrations,
states,
which
usually
carry
heavy
J.
Thomas
Ungerleiter,
a
Dr.
the Brookings Institution, is tHe<"·
added, "We have
principle.'' He aaid Dow has al- not been ablehut
penalties, figured in much of the neurologist at the medical center first since a group of new memto
measure
any
efready re-bid a new contract to fect on sales.''
·discussions.
of UCLA, emphasized the risks bers, including Dr. Heady, was
make napalm.
The dilemma of administrators of "bad trips" in taking LSD. elected.
Dow loses money by producing
The Los Angeles Times quoted napalm through lost time that top was voiced, in an interview by Several of the patients he has
On Jan. 19, Dr. Heady will
Carl A. Gerstacker, a Dow board executives must give to the public Jim .Reynolds, program director seen required intensive care after speak on state gover11ment remember, on Nov. 23 as saying explaining Dow's position, he ex- of the student union at Kansas such experiences, he said.
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